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A SURVEY OF OBJECT-ORIENTED
DATABASE TECHNOLOGY

Roshan Thomas
Akhil Agrawal
Sushil Jajodia
Boris Kogan

Department of Information Systems and Systems Engineering
George Mason University, Fairfax, VA 22030

Abstract

For many applications, traditional data base models and technologies have proved
inadequate and this has lead to research and developments of database technologies
based on the object-oriented paradigm. In this paper, we survey some of the recent
research and developments in object-oriented databases. We discuss the core con-
cepts that are being considered in developing a unified object-oriented data model
followed by some of the architectural issues involved in developing object-oriented
database management systems. We also give technical summaries of two prototype
object-oriented database products GEMSTONE and ORION and highlight some of
the exciting future research directions.

1 INTRODUCTION

It is now widely recognized that conventional database management systems (DBMS) of-

fer poor support and unsatisfactory performance in application areas such as CAD/CAM

[3] [7] and engineering, image processing, and office information systems. These applica-
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tions require support for the modeling and representation of complex objects and entities

whereas conventional database and information management technologies are primarily

record-based.

A database is supposed to represent the interesting semantics of an application as

completely and accurately as possible. The data model incorporated into a database sys-

tem defines a framework of concepts that can be used to express the miniworld semantics.

However, due to the rigid framework of conventional (relational, network, hierarchical)

data models there will always be a semantic gap between an application/miniworld and its

database representation. Today, object-oriented databases based on the object-oriented

data model are an attempt to minimize this semantic gap.

An object-oriented data model is a data model that allows any real-world entity to

be modeled exactly as an object. Thus no artificial decomposition into simpler con-

cepts/entities is necessary. Looking in more detail, the object-oriented data model can be

seen as having several levels of object-orientation [17]:

" structural: if the model allows one to define data structures to represent entities of

any complexity.

" operational: if the data model includes (generic) operators to deal with complex

objects in their entirety.
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* behavioral: if the data model provides features to define object types of any com-

plexity together with a set of specific operators (abstract data types); instances can

then only be used by calling these operators as the internal structure is completely

encapsulated to the outside world.

In order to better understand this paper in some perspective, it is worth discussing

briefly some of the perceived advantages of object-oriented database management systems:

* Object-oriented databases have the capability to represent and reference objects of

complex structures, making them ideal for complex data modeling. This capability

is also expected to increase the semantic content of databases.

" Object-oriented databases offer more flexible modeling tools than traditional database

systems.

" The design of object-oriented databases incorporate some of the software engineering

principles such as data abstraction and information hiding that have proved to be

effective in the design of large-scale cost-effective software systems.

" Object-oriented applications can provide version control functions which are re-

quired in many data-intensive application domains (9] [14]. This is due to the fact

that users in these domains need to generate and experiment with multiple versions

of an object before selecting one that satisfies their requirements.
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* The object-oriented paradigm will allow protection and security mechanisms to be

based on the notion of object which is the natural unit of access control. Also, the

paradigm permits description of security requirements in terms familiar to the users

as there is a natural correspondence between objects and real-world entities.

2 TOWARDS A UNIFIED CORE MODEL

Today there is a high degree of confusion about what object-oriented means in general

and there exists no consensus on the concepts that are to be supported by object-oriented

data model. This lack of consensus can be attributed to the fact that object-oriented

concepts evolved from three disciplines: programming languages, artificial intelligence,

and databases. More recently Beech [8], Kim [20], and Banerjee [4] and other researchers

have attempted to present what they believe should constitute the core concepts and data

model issues in an object-oriented data model. As our experience and understanding

increases, it is only reasonable to expect that many of these concepts will be refined, and

many dropped, and others added. At this point, it is worth mentioning the factors and

database requirements that need to be considered in the design of a core object-oriented

data model. These include:

• requirements such as efficient management of schema evolution, provision of version

management, concurrency control, security and protection of objects, transaction
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management and recovery techniques;

" the need to provide efficient retrieval and update mechanisms;

" the desirability of increasing the semantic content of databases;

" the desirability that the model provide a basis for describing and designing systems

to serve as information-processing agents;

2.1 Data Model Issues

We will now highlight some of the core concepts and issues for an object-oriented data

model as mentioned in the current literature:

1. Object. In object-oriented systems and languages, any real-world entity is uni-

formly modeled as an object. Every object is associated with a unique identifier.

An object is something that can be created, deleted, has an identity and a state,

and one that exhibits behavior based on inputs received. The state of an object is

the set of values for the attributes of the object. Its behavior is encapsulated in a

set of methods(program codes) that manipulate or return the state of the object.

An object communicates with other objects by passing messages. For each message

accepted by an object, there is a corresponding method executed by the object. It

is important to note that only messages and their responses are visible from outside

the object; the internal methods and attributes ;re totally hidden.
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The specification of an object consists of an interface part and an implementation

part. Once the interface to the object is defined, no operations other than the

ones specified in the interface can be performed (this is similar to abstract data

types in programming languages). Thus the behavior of an object can be specified,

implemented, and understood without reference to the actual implementation of the

methods (enforcing the principle of information hiding). In fact, this ability to use an

object as an encapsulation mechanism is seen as a major benefit of object-oriented

systems.

2. Class. Objects that share the same set of attributes and methods are grouped

into a class. An object must belong to only one class as an instance of that class.

An object is related to its class by the instance-of relationship. A class is thus a

template (also known as a type in Beech's model) and similar to an abstract data

type. A primitive class is one which has associated instances, but which has no

attributes, such as integer, string, boolean.

3. Class Hierarchy. Object-oriented models allow the user to derive new subclasses

from existing classes. A subclass inherits all the attributes and methods of the

existing class known as the superclass. It is thus possible to define hierarchies of

classes. The concept of a class hierarchy and inheritance of attributes and methods

along the hierarchy is what distinguishes object-oriented programming from pro-
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gramming with abstract data types. If a class inherits from only one superclass it

is seen as single inheritance. Inheriting from more than one superclass results in

multiple inheritance and this can cause naming, typing and other conflicts to occur.

4. Composite Object. Many applications require the ability to define and ma-

nipulate a set of objects as a single entity. To support this, some object-oriented

data'ase products such as ORION provide what is known as composite objects [31].

A composite object is defined to be an object with a hierarchy of exclusive compo-

nent objezts. The hierarchy of classes to which these component objects belong is

known as a composite object hierarchy.

The class hierarchy in an object-oriented data model captures the IS- A relationship

between a s-perclass and its subclasses while a composite object hierarchy captures

the IS-PART-OF relationship between a parent class and its component classes.

Composite objects add to the integrity features of an object-oriented data model

through the notion of dependent objects. A dependent object is one whose exis-

tence depends on ti- existence of other objects and that is owned by exactly one

object. As such, a dependent object cannot be created if its owner does not already

exist. Composite objects also offer an opportunity for perfoimance improvement.

For example, in the ORION system a composite object is considered as a unit for

clustering related objects on disk. This is because, if an application Pccesses the
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root/parent object, it is often likely to access all (or most) dependent objects as

well.

3 ARCHITECTURAL ISSUES

What are the key architectural issues that need to be taken into account in the dcsign of

an object-oriented database management system? The object-oriented, paradigm requires

us to investigate new approaches for handling concurrency control, version control and

other issues. The paradigm thus offers new challenges as well as opportunities.

3.1 Schema Evolution

We will now examine the problem of type/schema evolution t5] in an object-oriented

database environment. In application environments such as CAD/CAM a user needs the

flexibility to change schemas/type definitions. The issue of change poses problems in

object-oriented databases due to the persistency and sharing of objects. This is because

type changes can result in multiple versions of a type causing incompatibilities. For

example, existing application programs which manipulate objects of the type may fail

when executed on newly created instances. Moreover, programs written for the new

instances may fail on instances of the type created before the change. Skarra and Zdonik

[44] [45] have proposed a solution in which changes in a type are hidden such that the

objects of the type created before or after the change may be used interchangeably by
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programs. In this section we summarize this approach.

Type changes can have two effects:

* Effect on instances. A change in a type definition may affect instances of the type

and its subtypes (due to inheritance) already in the database. Information stored in

the instances may be missing, garbled, or undefined according to the current type

definition.

* Effect on users of instances. A change in a type definition may affect programs

that use objects of the type. Moreover, programs that use objects of its supertypes

may also be affected since an object of a type may be used in the same context as

that of its supertype.

3.1.1 Solution for Instances

In order for instances in the database to remain meaningful after a type change, either

the instances must be coerced/convertedto the new definition or a new version of the type

must be created, leaving the old version intact.

e Coercion. The system provides an operation defined by type that converts an

instance of one type into that of another. One of the disadvantages of coercion

mechanism is that during the reconfiguration of instances, properties and informa-

tion they contain are discarded if not present in the new type. Values for properties
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which are defined in the new type may not be available for instances of the old type.

Furthermore, coercion cannot handle the problem of dealing with programs that use

objects of the type.

e Versions. In this approach, version set is used to capture an ordered collection of

all incarnations of a particular type definition. An object is bound throughout its

life to a single version of a type; its properties and operations are defined by that

one particular version of its type. Coercion may be used in conjunction with version

sets as it may be desirable to convert instances of one version into those of another

version of the same type.

3.1.2 Solution for Users of Instances

Interobject errors which occur during a program's use of a changed type's object may be

detected by either the program or the object. In both cases, the errors occur because

every object is strictly bound to a single version of its type. Further, different versions

of the same type may define different interfaces for objects. Thus, what we need is an

abstraction of the interface defined by a type to which we can bind objects (as opposed

to binding to single version of the type). To provide this abstract interface, a version

set interface which is an inclusive summary of all the type's versions is proposed. Every

property and operation ever defined by a version of the type and every value ever declared
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valid for properties and operation parameters are represented in the interface. Properties

and operations which do not appear in the interface are not valid on any version of the

type. Similarly, values which are outside domains defined by the interface are not valid

for any version.

3.2 Concurrency Control

Traditional concurrency control mechanisms exploit the semantics of low-level read and

write operations in managing concurrent accesses to data while they ignore the semantics

of the data items themselves. Object-oriented databases give us the opportunity to exploit

the semantics of the objects in designing concurrency control algorithms for managing

concurrent accesses and updates [27] [28] [49] [48]. In particular, concurrency control

might be influenced by:

e using type-level semantics to achieve greater concurrency

* using type-level semantics to allow nonserializable behavior

Semantic approaches to concurrency control can be broadly divided into two groups:

* Data Approach: Here we define concurrency properties on abstract data types

according to the semantics of the type and its operations [48]. To give a brief

insight, consider the abstract data type queue(FIFO). From the properties of the

queue type and the semantics of its operations, we know that the usual "enqueue"
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operation which puts an item at the end of the queue and the "dequeue"operation

which takes an item from the front of the queue will never conflict as long as there

are at least two items in the queue. Thus if we are using semantic concurrency

control, we can allow the enqueue and dequeue operations to proceed concurrently.

In the data approach, an object offers a uniform, concurrent behavior, regardless

of the semantics of the application using it. The approach is modular and allows

decentralized concurrency control.

* Transaction Approach: Using this approach, we define concurrency properties

on transactions according to the semantics of the transactions and the data they

manipulate [23],[24], [36]. The transaction approach requires control that is central-

ized with respect to each group of concurrent transactions, and operation semantics

have to be reconsidered in the context of each new transaction.

A second way in which concurrency might differ arises from the fact that in application

areas such as those in design environments [3], the nature of transactions may be different

from their commercial counterparts. In design environments, we find requirements for

cooperative work. Collaborative design argues for a mechanism that relaxes some of the

constraints of a strictly serial world. Also, transactions can be very long as a user might

for example, keep editing a design document for days. We can thus relax serializability by

allowing arbitrary communication between transactions provided we can maintain some
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notion of correctness. What this correctness criteria should be is an active area of research.

3.3 Version Control and Management

An object version represents an identifiable state of an object. Object versions are either

totally ordered as a function of time, or partially ordered in terms of a successor function.

The desirability to provide versions arises at both the system and application levels:

1. To capture the history of an object. In many application such as CAD/C ,M several

versions may have to exist for a design in order to capture its evolving state.

2. To cope with the problem of changing types, as mentioned in the earlier section.

3. To use object versions for enhancing concurrency control and reliability.

The first use of versions, to capture the history is at the application level, while the third

is at the system level. The second, to allow type evolution can be seen at the both the

application and system levels.

The issues involved in providing versions and version management functions in object-

oriented databases are:

* Implementing and Preserving Object Identity. The identity is that property

of an object that distinguishes each object from all others [30]. The system must

provide a continious and consistent notion of an object identity across all the versions
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of an object. Also, most of the current techniques for implementing object identity

(such as physical addresses, or identifier keys) lack either location independence or

data (object content) independence. An approach might be using surrogates [15],

which are system-generated, globally unique identifiers, completely independent of

any physical location.

" Supporting Linear and Graph Version Structures. Several parallel versions

derived from one initial version could cxist at the same time in design applications.

Thus the issues here include the complexity of supporting linear and graph version

structures as well as operations to create and search these structures.

* Managing Version States. When is a version considered safe or stable to be

released to others? These and other issues have to be resolved by the provision of

different states (with associated permissible operations) for the versions. Common

version states in the literature include: transient, working, released, frozen.

" Storage Management. How should the different versions of an object be stored?

For example, do we have to store each version in its entirety or should we just

store the incremental changes between successive versions in a log and reconstruct

a version when it is requested, from the log.
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3.4 Query Processing and Indexing

In object-oriented databases, the traditional query processing and optimizing strategies

(as in relational systems) need to be re-examined as they would have to differ considerably

[32] [6]. As an illustration, the scope of a query against a class C in an object-oriented

database will be in general the class C and all subclasses of C and their subclasses and so

on (as objects may be recursively nested to non-primitive classes).

3.4.1 Query Evaluation Strategies

The nesting of objects implies that to fetch one or more instances of a class, the class

and all classes specified as non-primitive domains of the attributes of the class must be

recursively fetched. This leads to two obvious query evaluation strategies for the tree-like

query graph structure:

9 Forward Traversal. The strategy here is to traverse the classes on the query graph

in depth-first order starting from the root of the graph, and following through the

successive domains of each complex attribute.

* Reverse Traversal. Here we visit the leaf classes first, and then their parents,

and so on, working towards the root class.
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3.4.2 Indexing Techniques

In object-oriented databases, the class-hierarchy structure and the nested definitions of

classes can influence the indexing and storage techniques used to store the objects on

stable storage [34). Recent literature has identified two forms of indexing in the context

of object-oriented databases: the class-hierarchy indexing and nested-attribute indexing

[331.

Due to the inheritance structure, it may make sense to maintain an index on an

attribute for all classes on a class hierarchy rooted at class C, rather than maintaining a

separate index on the attribute for each of the classes in the class hierarchy. The technique

of indexing attributes for a class hierarchy is called class hierarchy indexing, while the

conventional approach of indexing attributes per class may be called single-class indexing.

Experimental studies at MCC show that accesses based on the hierarchy index offer better

performance if the level of nesting exceeds two.

The term nested-attribute indexing is used to refer to indexing on a class-composition

hierarchy. In a nested-attribute index on a class, the attribute indexed is an indirect,

nested attribute of the class rather than an attribute of the indexed class. Nested-attribute

indexing makes it possible to evaluate a type of complex query by traversing a single

index. The type of query for which nested-attribute indexing is ideally suited is one

which contains a predicate on a deeply nested attribute of the indexed class.
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Maier and others, in the course of theoretical research for the GEMSTONE database

system [37], have identified some of the issues involved in indexing as follows:

* Structure Versus Behavior. This is the issue of whether the indexes should be

based on the structure (the attributes) of objects, or the behavior (the responses

to messages). Indexing based on the message notation, requires knowledge of the

execution model as the system must know which structural changes in an object

can influence the result of a message, in order to update the appropriate indexes.

* Index Structure. This issue raises questions such as: How deep in the internal

structure of an object should we index? Should an index be based on identities of

key objects of their values?

* Indexing on Classes versus Collections. This is the issue as to whether we

should index on classes or collections.

More research needs to be undertaken to investigate the properties of various indexing

mechanisms for object-oriented database systems. In particular, the performance of var-

ious indexing schemes as well as issues related to updating indexes need to be carefully

studied.
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4 COMMERCIAL AND PROTOTYPE SYSTEMS

Today, there exists many commercial developments and initial prototypes of object-

oriented database systems and systems that provide for the management of persistent

objects. Most of these products are still evolving as they are experimenting with advanc-

ing technologies and theories in object-oriented technology. Some of these include:

1. ORION - MCC Corp., Austin, Tx

2. GEMSTONE - Servio Logic Corp.,

3. OZ+ - University of Toronto

4. IRIS - Hewlett-Packard Labs., [21] [221

5. VBASE - Ontologic Corp., Billerica, MA

6. VISION - Innovative Systems Techniques, Inc., Newton, MA

7. TRELLIS/OWL - Digital Equipment Corp.,

We will now describe in some detail the first two products: ORION and GEMSTONE,

as they exhibit some of the more advanced features and are considered to be good rep-

resentative products in the field of object-oriented database systems. The discussion of

these prototypes will focus on the data model and architectural issues discussed in the

earlier sections as well as some of the specific features of these products.
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4.1 The ORION Database System

ORION is an object-oriented database management system being developed by the Ad-

vanced Computer Architecture Program at MCC Corporation, Austin, Texas. It is cur-

rently being used to support the data management needs of an in-house expert system

shell called Proteus.

4.1.1 Data Model Support

In terms of data model features, perhaps the most distinguishing feature of the ORION

system is its support for composite objects [31]. As mentioned earlier, composite objects

allow us to represent the IS-PART-OF relationship and to capture the notion that objects

can be part of other objects. ORION exploits the semantics of composite objects to

improve the performance of the system in two ways:

1. As a unit of clustering. Here the composite object is used as a unit of clustering

in the database, so a large collection of related objects may be stored close to each

other and retrieved efficiently from the database. This is because there is a high

probability that when an application accesses the root object, it will later access

some or all of the dependent objects. In ORION, usually all instances of the same

class are placed in the same storage segment on disk. However if it is desirable for

instances of multiple classes to share the same segment, the user may specify so by
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issuing a Cluster message. The cluster message specifies the classes whose instances

are to share the same segment.

2. As a unit of locking. In this case, the comp site object is used as a unit of

locking, so that the number of locks that must be set may be minimized in retrieving

a composite object from the database. For details of this granulacity locking

protocol, the reader is urged to see [25].

4.1.2 The ORION Architecture

An Overview. The ORION architecture consists of four distinct components/subsystems:

1. Message handlzr. The message handler receives all messages sent to the ORION

system.

2. Object subsystem. The object subsystem provides high-level functions, such as

schema evolution, version control, query optimization, and multimedia information

management.

3. Transaction subsystem. This subsystem provides transaction support such as

concurrency control and recovery.

4. Storage subsystem. The storage subsystem provides access and storage manage-

ment schemes for objects on disk.
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Schema Evolution. In ORION, the screening approach as oppposed to conversion is

utilized to support schema evolution. Thus, all instances of a class are not changed to

the new definition of the class, rather, the objects are screened as they are presented

to an application and the representations of objects dre corrected as they are used

Schema evolution is controlled by a set of invariants and associated rules for preserving

the invariants.

Concurrency Control and Recovery. The concurrency control schemes in ORION

are based on locking. However the locking schemes are extended to provide three types of

hierarchy locking. The first is the conventional granularity-hierarchy locking where an ex-

plicit lock on any given node of the hierarchy implies locking of all of its descendant nodes.

Thus, when a write lock is set on a class, all instances of the class are implicitly locked iin

write mode. A second locking scheme is used by ORION to ensure that while a class and

its instances are being accessed, that no definitions of the class's superclasses(and their

superclasses) will be modified. The third locking scheme provides locking for -omposite

objects (as mentioned in the previous section on data model supportC

ORION provides transaction recovery mechanisms for scft -rashes (which leave the

contents of the disk intact) and user-initiated transaction abor's. Re--very against hard

crashes (where the contents of the disk are destroyed) by arc'i, I : not currentlY sup-

ported. ORION implements a log-based recovery sche . T'N ') logs. Thus the
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"before" values of the attributes of an object are recorded in the log. If a transaction

aborts, the log is read backward to back out all updates. When a transaction commits,

the log is first forced to disk followed by data updates.

Version Control and Change Notification. In order to support data-intensive appli-

cation domains, ORION provides support for versions. There exists two types of versions

distinguishable by the types of operations that are allowed on them. A transient version

is one that can be updated and deleted by the user who created it. Also, a new transient

version may be derived from an existing transient version and an existing transient ver-

sion may be promoted to a working version. A working version is one that is considered

stable and cannot be updated, but may be deleted by its owner. A transient version can

be derived from a working version and a transient version can be promoted to a working

version. Because of the performance and storage overhead in supporting versions, an

application is required to indicate whether a class is versionable.

ORION supports change notification as an option on user-specified attributes of a

class. An instance is notified of a change to the value of any attribute that is specified as

notification-sensitive.

Query Processing. ORION supports both forward and reverse traversal mechanisms

for traversing the query graph. Reverse traversal is usually mixed with forward traversal
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when Boolean operators are present in the query.

4.1.3 Multimedia Information Support

Another prominent feature of ORION is its support for the capture, storage, and presen-

tation of many types of multimedia information including sound and video. This feature

is particularly useful for applications in the area of office information systems. The goal is

to provide extensibility by providing the ability to add new types of devices and protocols,

as well as flexibility and efficiency.

4.2 The GEMSTONE Database System

GEMSTONE is an object-oriented database product developed and marketed by the

Servio Logic Corporation of Almeda, California. Theoretical work for the product was

done by David Maier and his group at the Oregon Graduate Center [371. GEMSTONE

provides a back-end object-oriented database environment on a SUN-3 or SUN-4 work-

station under UNIX or on a DEC VAX under VMS. Typical user access is provided by

a VT100 style terminal or a workstation which can be a IBM/PC or Macintosh runninig

SMALLTALK V, or a Sun Workstation or Tektronics workstation running SMALLTALK/80.

Communication is established through TCP/IP, typically with ethernet.
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4.2.1 Data Model Support

Gemstone provides forty-four predefined classes. Also provided are sequenced and unse-

quenced collections. Unsequenced collections include Bag and Set where, presumably, a

Set is a Bag without duplicate entries. Gemstone also provides a set of more than six

hundred methods.

4.2.2 The GEMSTONE Architecture

An Overview. The GEMSTONE architecture consists of two components: GEM and

STONE. GEM provides user session and communications session control and compilation

of OPAL (the object-oriented programming language) methods. STONE provides sec-

ondary storage management, concurrency control and recovery, transaction management,

authorization, and support for associative access.

Schema Evolution. GEMSTONE utilizes the conversion/coercion approach to the

management of schema changes. Thus, when a class/type definition is changed, all in-

stances of the class are changed/converted to the new definition immediately ensuring

that auxiliary definitions (such as a class's methods) agree with the new definition. As

in ORION, schema changes are guided by schema modification invariants that must be

preserved across the modifications. One of the long-term of goals of the GEMSTONE
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project is to support a flexible mechanism in which either screening or conversion may be

used appropriately, and further to explore the possibilities of using hybrid mechanisms

that incorporate both approaches.

Concurrency Control and Recovery. GEMSTONE utilizes both pessimistic (where

conflicting actions are prevented) and optimistic concurrency control mechanisms (where

conflicting operations are discarded). The selection of either the pessimistic or the opti-

mistic approach in providing concurrency control to an object depends on the degree of

contention on the object. Objects supported by GEMSTONE vary from simple values

of variables to complex design objects as may be found in VLSI databases and design

applications.

In the context of database recovery mechanisms, GEMSTONE does not maintain any

logs of updates. Thus changes made by committed transactions persist, while changes not

yet committed are lost. To provide mechanisms to handle media failures, GEMSTONE

provides a structure known as a repository which is a unit of replication. A Repository is

an OPAL (the GEMSTONE supported programming languagc) class providing an internal

representation for repositories. A Repository instance can respond to a message replicate,

thus enabling two or more copies of the repository to be maintained online.
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Security and Authorization We now mention briefly the various security and autho-

rization schemes provided by GEMSTONE.

1. Login Authorization. There are two ways to login to GemStone- through the

OPAL programming environment or through the GemStone C interface. A user ID

and password is required in both cases to login.

2. Name Hiding. It is difficult for a user to refer to global objects that are not in

his/her symbol list.

3. Procedural Protection. If a program accesses its objects only through methods,

then the use of these objects can be controlled by including user identity checks in

their methods.

4. Privileges. Privilege mechanisms guard a small but crucial set of methods, which

exert life-and-death control over all of the GemStone objects and functions.

5. Authorization by Segments. Segments are the unit of ownership and autho-

rization . Every user has at least one segment. A user may grant read or write

permission on his/her segment to other users.
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4.2.3 Language Support

Language support in GemStone is provided by the OPAL language. The OPAL program-

ming language, based on SmallTalk-80, provides data definition, manipulation, and query

formulation facilities. It also offers built in data types, operators, and control structures

which are comparable to those provided by PASCAL or C. OPAL can also be used to

create custom data types (scheme analogues) called classes, to establish the permissible

operations on instances of those types.

The OPAL compiler and interpreter call on the GemStone data management kernel

to access objects, so all of the benefits of the kernel's services are available in each of the

programs. In other words, once a data object is committed to the GemStone databasc,

it persists from session to session. Subsequent OPAL programs can use this data object

until it is deleted. These persistent data objects can also be shared by concurrent users

who are running different OPAL programs.

Direct terminal and disk I/O facilities are not available in OPAL. Thus, GemStone

accepts and transmits byte streams representing GemStone objects (including OPAL code

and results) through communication links between the object server and some number of

GemStone interface programs running on the server's host or external workstations.
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5 RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

We will now highlight some of the areas that are considered to be active areas for research

and development.

5.1 Integrating Object-Oriented Languages and Databases

The object-oriented paradigm is now seen by many researchers as a unifying one in pro-

gramming languages, databases, and artificial intelligence domains. As such we are seeing

the addition of the notions of persistency and sharing to object-oriented programming

languages while at the same time we are seeing the extension of database systems with

object-oriented ideas. A result of these activities could be a single type system and a

database programming language for both persistent and non-persistent data.

While the object-oriented framework shows considerable promise as a unifying one

for the design of programming languages and databases, some obstacles still remain in

the smooth integration of concepts and ideas. Techniques and theories to achieve this

integration are now an active research area. Many of these problems arise from the fact

that database and programming language design principles and philosophies have differed

considerably. Database design principles primarily focused on requirements to provide

persistency and sharing of data. On the other hand, in programming languages the focus

has always been on processing rather than on data. For a discussion of the conflicts that
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arise from these differing philosophies and principles see the article by Bloom [12].

5.2 Transaction Management

The impetus for research in object-oriented database technology has come mainly from

applications in CAD/CAM, Engineering, and Office Information Systems. In these do-

mains, there is a need to provide facilities for collaborative and cooperative work. The

classical transaction model for databases go to great lengths to ensure that individual user

actions are protected from each other. Thus, the issue of transaction mangement needs

to be re-examined thoroughly within the context of these data intensive application do-

mains where collaboration and cooperation among users is a requirement. As an example,

transactions may be very long as a user might edit a CAD design object for weeks before

releasing it to the public. Proving concurrency control in such an environment opens up

the possibility of investigating alternate notions of correctness other than those based on

classical serializability theory. Another issue is that of supporting atomic operations.

5.3 Distributed Object-Oriented Database Systems

Most of current research in object-oriented database systems is focusing ,,n centralized

systems. However, the need for increased availability and autonomy, improved response

times, and other factors will eventually lead to research and the subsequent emergence

of distributed (and replicated) object-oriented database management systems. It is only
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reasonable not to expect immediate success in this area as ma:., -f the issues in the

simpler centralized model are still not well understood. A distributed model would have

to address among others the following issues:

" Naming. Naming schemes in distributed environments should provide users with

the capability to designate objects without any concern over their physical location

in the network. However, some users may require explicit control over an object's lo-

cation such as when the need arises to migrate an object to a specific site. Thus, the

naming mechanism should provide location-independence as well as the flexibility

to the user to control object location.

" Access. One of the key issues here is related to handling remote accesses (accesses

to objects that reside on remote nodes). One approach is for the requested infor-

mation about a remote object(s) to be transmitted across the network. Another

approach is to migrate the remote object to the local site and then perform a lo-

cal access. The choice between actual remote access or local access with migration

depends on communication load, object size, and application requests.

" Protection. The issue of protection is amplified in distributed environments when

objects and resources can migrate. In particular, a resource may migrate to a new

site, which must then be responsible for protecting this resource.
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* Storage Management and Garbage Collection. More reserach needs to be

done on optimal strategies to cluster and distribute objects in the network. One

would have to consider among other things the nature of transactions, queries,

complexity and nesting of object structures, response time demands .nd so on.

* Transaction Support. We need to look more deeply into the challenges and

problems in supporting atomic actions and transactions in distributed object models.

In particular, commit protocols, concurrency control and recovery mechanisms and

other techniques have to be investigated and researched.

5.4 Active Database Systems

Should a database merely be something that stores data passively or should the database

system as we know it today evolve into an active and intelligent system that can reason,

make decisions, and solve complex problems? The answers to this and related questions

raise the possibility of what researchers now consider to be active information systems.

Thus, we envision the possibility of databases evolving into versatile and intelligent agents.

Recent literature has also defined the notion of active objects 19]. Nierstrasz has

discussed Hybrid [42], an object-oriented programming language in which the objects are

active entities. In many object-oriented systems, an object mus' receive a message before

it can perform any action - we could call these passive ubjec. In contrast, an active
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object is one that can initiate actions asynchronously without receiving a message. Thus

we can define an active object as one in which a high degree of au.onomous responsibility

and control is vested. The active object, can be considered as an independent agent and

as a source of knowledge and activity.

5.5 Tools and Development Environments

We can expect research in several areas:

" Database Design Tools. The problems of logical and physical database design

are more complex in the object-oriented paradigm. Thus there is a need for friendly,

efficient, and powerful design aid.

" User Interfaces. We anticipate user-interfaces with a lot of "object-oriented fea-

tures". These interfaces will provide advanced behavioral capabilities by supporting

operations on data that are semantically close to the abstract data type equivalents

of the data objects. Also, the interfaces will provide direct manipulation facilities

and advanced graphics capabilities.

* Advanced Software Development Environments. These environments will

provide the capabilities for prototyping and cost-effective software development of

applications with object-oriented approaches.
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5.6 Optimization Techniques

Research here will focus on theories and principles for optimizing database operations

and performance. Thus, optimization techniques for query processing, indexing, storage

management, and concurrency control will all be active areas for research.
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